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Prairie Flower Casino would like to distribute
our casino wallet cards alongside the sex
trafficking module in their 'Suspicious
Activity Report' training.

City of Muscatine Transit has pledged to
BOTL train all staff this year.

Southern Iowa Trolley pledged to BOTL train
all public transit employees this year.

FunCity Resorts have expressed interest in
posting information for staff at their 8
locations.

Q Casino has pledged to train and make TAT
casino materials available to employees.

Caesars Casino has pledged to train and
make TAT casino materials available to
employees.

TAT/BOTL Virtual 
Bus & Casino Briefing
Iowa

Truckers Against Trafficking / Busing on the Lookout, the Iowa Department of Public Safety / Office
to Combat Human Trafficking, the Iowa Department of Transportation / Motor Vehicle Enforcement,
the Iowa Gaming Association and the Iowa Public Transit Association hosted a virtual briefing
designed to increase training and enhance public-private partnerships in Iowa to combat human
trafficking. This briefing built upon TAT’s efforts to connect stakeholders from the bus and casino
industries with law enforcement, all with the goal of creating a stronger, more coordinated, and more
effective anti-trafficking response.

“The survivor testimony was worth every minute.  Really
made you question situations I may have ran across in the
past and future.”  - Elite Casinos /Slot Ops Manager

“Very informative. Your presenters were all very
knowledgeable about the topic.” - Grand Falls Casino
Executive Assistant

“Very helpful to have the awareness of who to contact in a
suspected situation.” - Lakeside Casino Surveillance
Manager

“This was extremely helpful to understand exactly what
the crime is, and how serious it is in our society.  This was
difficult for the survivor to speak about, but extremely
helpful to me to see it from her perspective!” - Heart of
Iowa Regional Transit Agency (HIRTA)

ATTENDEE FEEDBACK

51 ATTENDEES VIEWED TAT’S FREEDOM
DRIVER'S PROJECT VIRTUAL TOUR.

OUTCOMES

SURVEY RESULTS

I am better prepared to identify human
trafficking after attending this briefing. 

I would recommend attending a briefing like
this to others in my field. 

The materials distributed enhanced my
understanding of human trafficking. 


